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In recent years there has been an explosion of interest in American Sign La
nguage (ASL), the language used by Deaf Americans. As a result, an unprec
edented number of schools and agencies now offer ASL classes. This welco
me development signals growing awareness of and respect for the American
 Deaf community and ASL. Unfortunately, misconceptions persist about AS
L. One major misconception is that it is an easily learned, picture-
like language. This understanding is due partly to the fact that some of the f
irst basic signs learned may be thought of as iconic (e.g., signs for eat, sleep,
 and drink). This even leads some new ASL learners to believe they can beco
me instructors after one or two classes. This mistake is not made among pe
ople learning a spoken language. ASL is a complete and complex language, 
with all the nuances and subtleties of a spoken language. Like all languages,
 it is not mastered easily beyond a basic level. Mastery requires extensive ex
posure and practice. Presently, there is no consensus on where ASL might f
all on a learnability continuum for native English speakers. Nonetheless, thi
s article posits that learning ASL should be approached with respect and wit
h the knowledge that mastery only occurs over a substantial period of time. 

The true intent of this paper is not to discourage people from learning ASL 
but to help ASL learners do a reality check. The public has the general impr
ession that it is very easy to learn ASL, but that is not the case. Rhonda Jaco
bs, who wrote "Just How Hard Is It to Learn ASL: The Case for ASL as a Tr
uly Foreign Sign Language," recalled an incident: 



One deaf friend, who learned to sign as an adult, when asked how long it ta
kes to learn to sign, responded "Oh, it's easy - took me two weeks." I stoppe
d breathing for a moment as I reached to pick my heart up off the floor (199
6). 

Not only should ASL learners experience a reality check, but ASL teachers n
eed to realize the difficulties of successfully teaching the target language. To
 make matters worse, a great number of people who take two or three ASL c
lasses want to become teachers of ASL. I have received numerous telephone
 and letter inquiries on how to teach ASL from people all over the USA. 

Many people have called me at my office to inform me that they just took on
e ASL class and now they want to know how to teach the language. 

ASL has been established as a distinctive language separated from other lan
guages. It contains the linguistic components that constitute a sophisticated
, independent language. Just how challenging it is to master ASL? Let us co
nsider how long it takes native English speakers to learn other spoken lang
uages. As discussed by Jacobs, the Foreign Service Institute (FSI) and Defe
nse Language Institute (DLI) have grouped languages into four categories i
n terms their level of difficulty for native English speakers to learn. The deg
ree of difficulty is based on how long it takes to learn the target language be
fore reaching a proficiency level of 2 on a scale of 0 - 5 in the Language Prof
iciency Interview (LPI). Speaking Proficiency Levels are as follows: 

Speaking 0+ (Memorized Proficiency) 

Speaking 1 (Elementary Proficiency) 

Speaking 1+ (Speaking Proficiency, Plus) 

Speaking 2 (Limited Working Proficiency) 

Speaking 2+ (Limited Working Proficiency, Plus) 



Speaking 3 (General Professional Proficiency) 

Speaking 3+ (General Professional Proficiency, Plus) 

Speaking 4 (Advanced Professional Proficiency) 

Speaking 4+ (Advanced Professional Proficiency, Plus) 

Speaking 5 (Functionally Native Proficiency). 

Commonly taught foreign languages (Spanish, French, Italian, and German
) are the easiest for English speakers to learn, and therefore are in the Categ
ory I as determined by the FSI and DLI. The other three categories are rate
d as more difficult for English speakers to learn (see Figure 1). According to 
Watson, it takes about 480 hours of instruction for an average English spea
ker learning Spanish, French, Italian or German to reach level 2 speaking p
roficiency (1993 as cited in Jacobs, 1996). 

Into which of these four categories does ASL fall? Francis, of the Foreign Se
rvice Institute, proposed that ASL should fall into Category II (1980). Jacob
s argues that ASL should fall into Category IV (1996). She believes an avera
ge English speaker must take 1320 hours of instruction to reach an ASL pro
ficiency level of 2. Proficiency Level 2 indicates that a person is able to satisf
y routine social demands and limited work requirements. They can handle r
outine work-
related interactions that are limited in scope. In more complex and sophisti
cated work-
related tasks, language usage generally disturbs the native speaker. The indi
vidual can handle with confidence, but not with facility, more normal, high-
frequency social conversational situations including extensive, but casual, c
onversations about current events, as well as work, family, and autobiograp
hical information. The individual gets the gist of most everyday conversatio
ns but has some difficulty understanding native speakers in situations requi
ring specialized or sophisticated knowledge. The individual's utterances are



 minimally cohesive. The linguistic structure used is usually not very elabor
ate and not thoroughly controlled; errors are frequent. Vocabulary use is ap
propriate for high-
frequency utterances, but unusual or imprecise elsewhere. If Jacobs' argum
ent is to be the case, then it would take about 8 years of ASL classes with te
n contact hours per week at the elementary level, five contact hours per wee
k at the intermediate level, and three hours per week at higher levels (Walto
n, 1992 as cited in Jacobs, 1996). However, there is no proof of the number 
of hours of instruction required for ASL learners to reach the proficiency lev
el of 2 in the LPI. It is imperative that we take into consideration the length 
of time required for one to reach the target proficiency. 

The time required to achieve a unit increase on a meaningful scale such as t
he Language Proficiency Scale depends heavily on one's starting point on th
e scale regardless of the language involved. A learner will take considerably 
longer - probably three times - to progress from minimal professional profi
ciency (S3) to full professional proficiency (S4) as it took him to get from li
mited working proficiency (S-2) to S-
3. In fact, it takes substantially less time to progress from scratch to minima
l professional proficiency (S-3) than it takes from S-
3 to full professional proficiency I (S-4) (Francis, 1980). 

This means it requires more time for an intermediate level ASL learner to re
ach the advanced level than it does for a beginning level ASL learner to reac
h the intermediate level. 

The LPI is used as an assessment tool to determine language proficiency lev
els. After Francis' 1980 report, adaptations of the LPI were made: the Amer
ican Sign Language Proficiency Interview (ASLPI) and the Sign Communica
tion Proficiency Interview (SCPI). These evaluation tools are basically simil
ar in that interviews are utilized to assess one's sign language skills. Gallaud
et University, the National Technical Institute for the Deaf, California State 
University at Northridge, and St. Joseph School, Language and Culture Cen



ter held a professional gathering in June 1997. Their main objective was to 
distinguish the differences among the various proficiency interviews. They f
ound that not all the proficiency interview tools gave similar ratings. Furthe
r discussion was planned for 1998 to establish a standardized assessment to
ol. 

It is widely known that, regardless of an ASL teacher's skill, there will alway
s be some students who are simply unable to master ASL. Ninety percent of 
foreign language students do not succeed in their pursuit of second languag
e proficiency (Brown, 1991). Reasonably enough, learners often wonder wh
at it takes to master a language. What are the learning factors that they lack
? H. Douglas Brown, a renowned expert in the area of second language acqu
isition, discusses how difficult it is to learn a target language: 

The bad news is that the task ahead of you is difficult and even grueling. Yo
u won't succeed through any sort of painless, neatly packaged program of ca
ssette tapes (videotapes for ASL). And there is no teaching method out ther
e that is foolproof. Nor can you be guaranteed success if you study under th
e world's best language teacher (1991). 

Challenging Factors 

In my "An Acculturation Model for Learners of ASL" (1998, in press), I expl
ain the factors that facilitate the process of acquiring ASL through formalize
d classroom instruction. This is based on Schumann's Acculturation Model.
 In this paper, I want to discuss the factors that contribute to the difficulty i
n learning ASL. The factors I believe hamper the acquisition process are: so
cial dominance patterns and attitude (Schumann, 1978); transfer of the gra
mmar of one's native language (L1) into the grammar of one's target langua
ge (L2) (Towell & Hawkins, 1994); congruence (Schumann, 1978); language
 shock (Schumann, 1978); culture shock (Adler, 1972 as cited in Brown, 198
0); and two types of motivations (Schumann, 1978). 

Social Dominance Patterns and Attitude 



If ASL learners manifest a superiority complex in terms of politics, culture, 
technical knowledge, or economic status when interacting with users of AS
L, or if the former feel inferior under the same terms, then the chance of ac
quiring ASL is minimal. If both parties share the same status, then ASL acq
uisition is enhanced (Kemp, in press). ASL learners may not feel accepted w
hen they try to socialize with Deaf people who use ASL (Lane, Hoffmeister 
& Bahan, 1996). Beginning signers often complain that native users of ASL 
sign too fast. Another way of saying this is: 

The impression that hearing people have - that the door is spinning too fast 
for them to join in - is partially accurate, for when Deaf people use their ow
n language among themselves they use it at their own pace. When they beha
ve differently from hearing people, they are following customs of the DEAF-
WORLD. The DEAF-
WORLD has its own rate of spinning; it may slow down now and then, here 
and there, for some "outsiders," but when it returns to speed, it is the newc
omer's responsibility to keep up. In this respect, is it really any different fro
m any other culture? (Lane, Hoffmeister & Bahan, 1996). 

Evidentially, Deaf culture is different from any other culture. The problem 
with the perception of ASL, in my opinion, is that Americans are so monoli
ngual (Brown, 1991) that they probably think Deaf people are much the sam
e as hearing people except they don't hear. In reality, there is Deaf etiquette
. For instance, hearing people must become consciously aware that: 

There are many other (some, to the hearing, rather strange) points of Sign e
tiquette. One must be very conscious of eye-
lines and visual contact; and avoid inadvertently walking between people a
nd interrupting this contact. One is free to tap on shoulders and to point - n
ot done in hearing circles. And if one finds oneself overlooking a room full o
f signers, with three hundred Sign conversations clearly in view, one makes 
a point of not "overseeing" or eavesdropping, of only seeing what one is me
ant to see (Sacks, 1990). 



Another factor strongly related to the social dominance pattern is attitude. I
f ASL learners reflect a negative attitude toward ASL users, then that negati
ve attitude can be transposed back to them. In other words, mutual respect 
is essential to successful acquisition of ASL as a second language. The gener
al perception of hearing people is that Deaf people are disabled. Deaf peopl
e may become defensive and offended when labeled as handicapped. A nega
tive attitude possessed by either party can create obstacles to second langua
ge acquisition and to potential interaction between two parties. Again, mut
ual respect is of utmost importance in second language acquisition. 

Properties of LI Grammar Transferred into L2 Grammar 

One of the common tendencies of ASL learners is to sign in sentences that f
ollow the grammatical structure of English. Studies have shown that second
 language learners tend to transfer some linguistic rules from their first lang
uage into the language they are learning (Odlin, 1989 as cited in Towell, 199
4). For instance, native Spanish speakers tend to transfer the Spanish lingui
stic rule for "no" into English instead of using the word "don't." I have enco
untered Spanish speaking people during my visits to Latin America and the 
Caribbean and often seen Spanish linguistic rules transferred into either En
glish or ASL. For example, if someone told me they didn't have whatever I 
was asking for, they would say, "I no have..." To say "don't have" in Spanish 
would be to say "no hay." Towell and Hawkins discussed these interesting p
henomena: Transfer seems to affect all linguistic levels: phonetics/phonolo
gy (pronunciation), syntax (the construction of sentences), morphology (the
 internal structure of words), lexicon (vocabulary), and discourse (the com
municative use that sentences are put to) (1994). 

The transfer of English linguistic properties into ASL can be observed in AS
L learners. For example, on the syntax level, ASL signs may be structured in
 such a way that they can be transliterated word for word in English, or sign
ing may take place in such a way that directionality is absent (for instance, i
f signing - "My mother gave me the book" - it would appear the signer gave 



the book to an invisible person if a directional verb was not used). Likewise 
on the morphology level, the addition of prefixes such as pre- and post- will 
be used to sign premarital, posttest, or suffixes such as -ing, -ed, or -
ment will be added to "going", "looked', and "movement." In the lexicon, sig
ns may be misused to represent a different meaning, such as "I GOT IT" ins
tead of signing "I UNDERSTAND." Finally, on the discourse level, how som
ething is signed may be different from how it is said in English, even though
 the concept is exactly the same. For instance, I am often criticized for signi
ng in English sentences when communicating with Deaf people, despite the 
fact that I am fluent in ASL. This is probably because I grew up in a non-
signing environment and I, at times, unconsciously transfer English gramm
atical rules into ASL grammar. 

Congruence 

If the culture a person wants to enter is different from his native culture, he 
is bound to face obstacles in mastering the language being studied, thus cul
tural contact is minimized. The reason for the minimal contact is that if a cu
lture appears to be more foreign to the second language learner, then it is di
fficult for the learner to become accustomed to that culture and learn the la
nguage (Schumann, 1978). For example, I had a great deal of difficulty in re
ading Hebrew and Arabic while in Middle East. It was because my eyes are 
so used to reading from left to right. Hebrew and Arabic must be read and 
written from right to left. Not only that, I found Middle Eastern customs ve
ry foreign. It was impossible for me to learn the language used in that part o
f the world. As for entering into Deaf culture, if one is not deaf, one must fo
rego the use of hearing and voice. For hearing people, the use of one's heari
ng and voice is instrumental in acquiring a spoken language. Transferring t
he use of ears and voice to eyes and hands for communication can be traum
atic for some people. With this in mind, one can point out that Deaf culture 
can be very foreign to hearing people. Cultural behaviors such as attention-
getting techniques, back-
channeling, and eye contact while communicating can be observed in the D



eaf community and taught in ASL classes (Smith, Lentz, & Mikos, 1988). Su
ch behaviors are not observed in the same manner when two hearing peopl
e communicate with each other in spoken English. As mentioned previously
, hearing people may not feel accepted when they make attempts to make co
ntact with Deaf people. 

Language Shock 

When a person is using a new language, he or she may feel uncomfortable o
r ridiculous (Schumann, 1978). Communicating in ASL requires the use of h
ands, which can be quite an adjustment for new learners, especially when t
hey are told not to use spoken English at the same time. They are accustom
ed to hearing their own voice and depending on their ears to monitor thems
elves while communicating. This is probably why some ASL learners tend t
o sign and speak at the same time. Hearing their own voice while they sign 
gives them a sense of narcissistic gratification (Schumann, 1978). If they do 
not speak while signing, they may begin to wonder if they are sending an int
elligible and sensible message in sign language. There is no way they can m
onitor their non-
vocalized messages, as their eyes have no way of doing the monitoring simu
ltaneously. 

Motivation 

There are two types of motivation for learning a second language: instrume
ntal and integrative (Schumann, 1978). Those who want to learn ASL for th
e purposes of getting jobs, promotion, salary increases, etc., are instrument
ally motivated. Those who want to learn ASL for the sake of socializing with
 Deaf people, like a coworker, neighbor, potential lifetime partners, etc., are
 integratively motivated. For those who are instrumentally motivated, the c
hance of acquiring ASL and reaching a desired or required proficiency level 
is minimal according to studies (Schumann, 1978). They will reach the level
 that is required of them and that is it. For example, if an agency requires se
cretaries to reach a proficiency level of 2, they will attend classes until they 



have satisfied the expected goal. Once the goal is attained, there is a tenden
cy to discontinue attending classes. However, those who are integratively m
otivated seek out opportunities to interact with Deaf people and maintain hi
gh levels of signing and cultural contact. Frequent contact with Deaf people 
can facilitate the learners of ASL to acquire the language. 

Summary 

The Second Language Acquisition (SLA) experts note: 

For most of us the acquisition of second languages is less spectacular. If we 
are past the age of 7-
10 years the acquisition of an L2, in marked contrast to the way we acquired
 our first language (L1), can turn out to be rather slow, laborious, and even i
n talented L2 learners, tend to stop short of native-
like proficiency. This `stopping short' has been referred to as fossilization (
Selinker, 1972) or incompleteness (Schachter, 1990). It is one of the noticea
ble characteristics of second language acquisition (SLA). Even after many y
ears of exposure to an L2, in a situation where the speaker might use that L
2 everyday for normal communicative purposes, even to the extent of 'losin
g' the native language, it is not uncommon to find that the speaker will have
 a strong 'foreign' accent, use non-
native grammatical constructions, and has non-
native intuitions about the interpretation of certain types of sentences (Tow
ell, 1994). 

It can be discouraging to learners of ASL as a second language to come to th
e realization that it takes longer to go from the intermediate to the advance
d level than it does to go from the beginning to the intermediate level. Perh
aps this is analogous to what airline passengers may feel when the aircraft i
s taking off. There is a sense of high speed as the jet takes off and this lasts f
or about five minutes. The jet is at the speed of about 300-
mph when on the runway and as it reaches the cruising altitude, it is at a sp
eed of about 600-



mph. When the jet reaches that speed, the passengers do not have the same 
sense of motion they did at take-
off. Likewise, when native English speakers enroll in beginning ASL classes,
 they learn a great deal in a short time. However, as the time goes on, their s
ense of progress is lost. Actually, as long as ASL learners continue exposing 
themselves to the target language, learning still occurs, though it may not b
e as obvious as it was at the beginning. 

There are four stages of acculturation that second language learners go thro
ugh while entering a new culture. First is a sense of euphoria and excitemen
t. Secondly, culture shock sets in, which means: 

the individual feels the intrusion of more and more cultural differences into
 the image of self and security. In this stage, the individual relies on and see
ks out the support of fellow countrymen in the second culture, taking solace
 in complaining about local customs and conditions, seeking escape from o
ne's predicament. Culture shock for learners produces feelings of estrange
ment, hostility, indecision, frustration, sadness, loneliness, homesickness, e
ven physical illness (Larson & Smalley, 1972 as cited in Brown, 1980). 

In the third stage, gradual recovery or culture stress occurs. In other words: 

...some problems of acculturation are solved, while other problems continu
e for some time. But general progress is made, slowly but surely, as the pers
on begins to accept differences in thinking and feeling, slowly becoming mo
re empathic with those in the second culture (Larson & Smalley, 1972 as cit
ed in Brown, 1980). 

Finally, there is full recovery, which means the learner accepts the new cult
ure and self-
confidence is restored (Brown, 1980). New ASL learners have indicated that
 it is very easy to learn the language. This supports Brown's view that there i
s a sense of euphoria among these people. Perhaps this is why a person told 
Rhonda Jacobs it was easy to learn ASL. As time goes by, the realization set



s in that learning ASL is a very long journey. One wonders at what point in t
he journey did this person made such a statement. Did it occur during the fi
rst part of her learning ASL? In reference to culture shock, there is a sense o
f rejection among some ASL learners if they depend too much on Deaf peop
le by asking them to please slow down their signing or by asking them to us
e voice while signing. It will take time for them to go through the recovery p
rocess before they regain their confidence and go back to mingling with Dea
f people in the community. 

Does this mean we should lower our expectations for ASL learners in terms 
of what proficiency level they should reach? In my opinion, the answer shou
ld be no. At minimum, Deaf professionals and people who work with them s
hould gain a better understanding of what it takes to acquire a second langu
age from a theoretical viewpoint. At the same time, we should provide supp
ort to people learning ASL as a second language and recognize that the lear
ning process is quite challenging. Nonetheless, we must maintain high expe
ctations for learners to attain proficiency; certainly beyond level 2. 

[Reference] 
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